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Earth’s core is primarily made of iron. However, since 
the 1950s, it has been discussed that the core is unlikely 
to be pure Fe or Fe–Ni alloy — instead, the core pro
bably contains a certain amount of low atomic num
ber ‘light’ elements1,2. However, as the core is located 
>2,890 km deep and is, thus, not directly accessible, 
it is impossible to precisely obtain the core chemical 
composition. Nevertheless, constraining the core com
position is essential to understand the present state of 
the core, which depends strongly on the light element 
abundances. Indeed, core temperatures remain highly 
uncertain, for example, temperature estimates for the 
core side of the core–mantle boundary (CMB) range 
from 3,400 K (refs3,4) to 4,600 K (refs5,6). In contrast, the 
core pressure range (136–364 GPa) has been precisely 
obtained by geophysical observations7. Furthermore, 
the core light element composition provides criti
cal insights into Earth accretion and core segregation  
processes (fig. 1a).

During the early stages of the Solar System, the Earth 
was formed by the accretion of impactors such as plan
etesimals and protoplanets8. Impactor silicate merged 
into a magma ocean that covered the early Earth’s sur
face. Impactor metal segregated into small droplets 
and sank to the bottom of the magma ocean, where it 
chemically equilibrated with silicate melts9,10, before 
sinking further down as large metal diapirs through 
the primitive mantle to form the early core (fig. 1a). The 
metal diapirs likely descended rapidly without chem
ical interaction (element partitioning) with the solid 
mantle11. Siderophile (iron loving) elements would have 

preferentially partitioned into metal phases over silicate 
melts.

Therefore, the plausible major light elements in the 
core12–14 are limited to S, Si, O, C and H, because they 
should be abundant in the Solar System and can par
tition into liquid Fe under relevant conditions. The N, 
K and Mg inventories of the core, which are minor but 
important to provide insight into Earth’s building blocks, 
heat production and core convection, respectively, have 
been investigated under Earth’s core segregation condi
tions using metal–silicate partitioning experiments15–19. 
Metal–silicate partitioning data should help constrain 
the concentrations of each light element in core forming 
metals (but uncertainties remain owing to unknowns in 
the extent of chemical equilibrium20) and their abun
dances in the bulk silicate earth (BSE) . Such partition
ing data have been reported for all of S, Si, O, C and H 
(refs21–27).

The Earth’s core constitutes 32% by mass and 16% in 
volume of the planet28 (fig. 1b). The outer 96 vol% of the 
core is molten, with a solid central inner core making 
up the remaining 4%. The most straightforward con
straint for the present day outer core composition is a 
comparison of the density (ρ) and compressional (P)
wave velocity (VP) of liquid iron alloys29,30 with seismo
logical observations7,31. Both ab initio calculations29,30,32 
and static compression experiments33–38 are used to deter
mine the ρ and VP of liquid Fe and Fe alloys containing 
the possible major light elements under high pressures 
and high temperatures (P–T) relevant to Earth’s core 
conditions.

Bulk silicate Earth
(Bse). refers to the chemical 
composition of silicate  
earth, after accretion and  
core segregation, but before 
differentiation of the first crust.

Ab initio calculations
Purely theoretical calculations 
without inputs from 
experimental results.
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A solid Fe alloy coexisting with the liquid outer core 
at the inner core boundary (ICB) should also have ρ, 
VP and shear (S)wave velocity (VS) that match obser
vations of the inner core7. The ρ, VP and VS of solid Fe 
(refs32,39,40) and Fe alloys41–44 have been examined by 
theoretical calculations and experiments to core condi
tions and compared with inner core observations7. In 
addition, melting phase relations in iron alloy systems 
can also constrain the light element concentration of the 
outer core, since the solid inner core crystallizes from 
the liquid core. The liquid outer core must crystallize 
solid Fe with small amounts of light elements, instead 
of light element rich compounds such as FeO, to form 
the dense inner core. Melting experiments performed to 
core pressures have explored the compositional range of 
liquids that crystallize Fe in binary and ternary Fe alloy 
(Fe + two light elements) systems45–48. For example,  
O concentration in the outer core must be less than the 
amount of O in liquid that crystallizes FeO.

In this Review, we combine cosmochemical estimates 
with results from mineral physics experiments and the
oretical calculations to synthesize multidisciplinary 
constraints on inner and outer core compositions in 
the Fe–Ni–S–Si–O–C–H system. We discuss the impli
cations for Earth accretion, core formation, evolution, 
and the present state and dynamics of the core and the 
overlying lowermost mantle. The possible ranges of 
outer and inner core compositions discussed here could 
be narrowed down with further knowledge of liquidus 
temperatures of Fe alloys, tighter constraints on the par
titioning of light elements between solid Fe and liquid 
Fe alloys, and a better understanding of the stratified 
E′ layer origin at the top of the core.

Cosmochemical estimates
Carbonaceous chondrite meteorites, in particular, 
Ci chondrites, are thought to represent the basic planet  
building material in the Solar System. The ratios of 
almost all elements in chondrite meteorites (except the 
most volatile, H, C, O, N and the noble gases) mimic 
the Sun’s composition.

The relationship of the BSE to this primitive meteo
rite composition is more complex, owing to element 
loss through volatility and element partitioning into 
core metals (fig. 2). To demonstrate this complexity, 
BSE composition can be plotted as a function of the 

temperature at which 50% of the element of interest 
would condense from a gas of solar composition49. For 
clarity, we have concentrated on those elements that are 
abundant enough to affect the properties of Earth’s core 
markedly. For example, highly refractory and lithophile 
(silicate loving) elements condense at very high temper
atures and are unlikely to be substantially partitioned 
into the core (Ca, Al and the rare earth elements, for 
example) — indeed, these elements are found in the 
same ratio in BSE and the chondritic reference (fig. 2). 
In contrast, some abundant, moderately refractory ele
ments known to dissolve readily in liquid Fe, including 
Fe itself, are depleted in silicate Earth relative to the CI 
meteorite reference (fig. 2), because these elements are 
siderophile and were lost to the core. A cosmochemi
cal estimate of the composition of Earth’s core can be 
made simply by estimating the ‘missing’ mass relative to 
the concentration of the element in CI chondrites, with 
respect to these moderately refractory elements.

Note that the more volatile, low temperature litho
phile condensates such as In and Cl are also depleted 
in the silicate Earth relative to the chondritic reference, 
leading to the so called ‘volatility trend’ (black line, 
fig. 2). The trend line is drawn through the abundances 
in silicate Earth of elements believed to be almost 
entirely absent from the core, which indicates that the 
lower the condensation temperature of an element, 
the greater its depletion in the Earth. Calculating the 
S content of Earth’s core by comparing its concentration 
in the silicate Earth with the approximate position of 
the black trend line leads to about 1.7 wt% S (refs28,50) in 
a core that constitutes 32.3% of the mass of the Earth.

The core contents of the more abundant moderately 
refractory elements Fe and Ni have been estimated sim
ilarly, leading to values of ~85 wt% Fe and 5 wt% Ni in 
the core28,49. Si is abundant and siderophile under certain 
conditions and is depleted slightly in silicate Earth rela
tive to CI chondrites. The depletion in Si could plausibly 
be ascribed either to volatility or dissolution in the core. 
However, if the latter is taken and the simplest assump
tion that bulk Earth has the same Si/Mg ratio (1.1) as 
virtually all carbonaceous chondrites (including CI) is 
made, then the core would be expected to contain about 
7 wt% Si (ref.51). This Si estimate is also consistent with 
determinations of Si isotopic fractionation between  
Fe metal and silicate (the isotope 28Si is partitioned prefer
entially into metal phases relative to 30Si). For example, 
Si concentrations of 6–8 wt% in the core would help 
explain the higher 30Si/28Si isotopic ratio in BSE, relative 
to chondrites52–54. However, when considering the range 
of chondrite 30Si/28Si and Si contents, a wider range of 
0–9.6 wt% Si in the core is plausible55.

S and Si concentrations at the estimated levels should 
be sufficient to produce the density deficit of the outer 
core, which would imply little involvement of the other 
cosmically abundant elements, H, C and O. However, 
it is important to note that the cosmochemically esti
mated S and Si contents of the core rely on the volatility 
‘trend’ being quantitative, which is unrealistic, given the 
observed variations in the contents of these elements in 
different chondrite groups56. Instead, the cosmochemical 
estimates can indicate that S and Si probably constitute 

Key points

•	Constraining the light element composition of the core has profound implications for 
understanding earth’s building blocks, accretion history, core formation and evolution 
processes, as well as present- day core temperature and dynamics.

•	the nature and concentrations of light elements have been hotly debated since  
the 1950s, but advances in mineral physics and cosmochemical and geochemical 
estimates suggest that the likely range of liquid outer core composition is: Fe + 5% 
Ni + 1.7% S + 0–4.0% Si + 0.8–5.3% o + 0.2% C + 0–0.26% H by weight.

•	Ab initio molecular dynamics simulations have shown that the compositional range of 
alloys that satisfy the seismic constraints for the solid inner core is: Fe + 5% Ni + 0–1.1% 
S + 0–2.3% Si + 0–0.1% o + 0–1.3% C + 0–0.23% H by weight.

•	Crystallization of oxides and metal near the surface and centre of the core, respectively, 
could drive liquid core convection, thus, enabling the generation and maintenance of 
the earth’s magnetic field.

Static compression 
experiments
experiments in which a  
given high-pressure (and 
high-temperature) condition  
is kept for a certain period  
of time. it is the opposite of 
‘dynamic compression 
experiments’, in which high-  
pressure and high- temperature 
conditions are generated  
in a very short period of  
time (~1 µs).

Carbonaceous chondrite 
meteorites
A group of C- rich primitive 
meteorites.

CI chondrites
Primitive meteorites with 
compositions similar to  
that of the solar system  
for refractory elements.

Refractory
Materials like metals and 
silicates that have a high 
equilibrium condensation 
temperature (the opposite  
of volatile).

Chondritic reference
reference based on primitive 
meteorites that are similar  
in composition to the  
solar system.
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some part of the core’s ‘light’ component. Furthermore, 
the partitioning behaviour of S and Si between the inner 
core and the outer core46,57 suggests that S and Si are not 
the only light elements in the core; compositions involv
ing only S and Si as the light elements do not produce 
the required density jump at the ICB (outer core–inner 
core boundary).

Density and velocity of Fe and alloys
Deviations in physical properties of the core from the 
properties of pure Fe under core conditions are attrib
uted to the presence of light elements in the core. In this 
section, the properties of Fe and Fe alloys under core 
conditions are reviewed based on results from experi
ments and theoretical calculations, in comparison with 
the observed density and velocity of the core obtained 
through seismic constraints.

Liquid Fe alloys and the outer core. Seismology has pro
vided reference ρ and VP profiles for the outer core7,31, 
which are important constraints on the liquid core 
composition. The ρ and VP of liquid Fe and Fe alloys 
have been examined for Earth’s outer core conditions by 
ab initio calculations29,30,32, providing the effect of each 
candidate light element on decreasing ρ and increas
ing VP. In addition, although measurements of liquid 
metals under static high P–T conditions have been 
technically challenging, advances in experiments33–38 
using diamond anvil cell (DAC) techniques have suc
ceeded in obtaining both ρ and VP of liquid Fe and Fe 
alloys to high pressures, close to core conditions.

Static high pressure measurements33 in a DAC have 
yielded ρ of pure liquid Fe with ~1% uncertainty by 

analysing diffuse scattering signals in X ray diffraction 
data. These results were obtained to 116 GPa, close to 
the low pressure end of Earth’s outer core conditions. 
When combined with the VP of liquid Fe (obtained from 
inelastic X ray scattering measurements to 45 GPa) and 
earlier data from shock compression58 to 278–397 GPa, 
the P–T–ρ–VP–γ relationship33 (where γ is the Grüneisen 
parameter) was obtained for liquid Fe over the entire core 
pressure range (Box 1). Such experimentally obtained 
equation of state of liquid pure Fe, as well as earlier the
oretical calculations32, shows a relatively uniform 6–8% 
density deficit and a 4–5% P wave velocity excess of the 
outer core7,31 (relative to pure Fe) when assuming an ICB 
temperature of 5,400 K (ref.13). The depth wise uniform 
outer core density deficit suggests that its compressibility 
is similar to that of pure liquid Fe (ref.59) (Box 1).

The effects of each candidate light element on the  
ρ and VP of liquid Fe have been estimated29,30 by 
compar ing ab initio calculations for pure Fe with those 
for Fe alloys containing S, Si, O, C and H (fig. 3). The 
calculations30 have shown that, if the outer core includes 
only a single light element, it contains either 13.3–14.4% S,  
9.3–9.8% Si, 8.4–8.9% O or 0.96–0.99% H by weight (when 
TICB = 5,400 K and TCMB = 4,137 K)13. Such estimates give  
the maximum possible concentration for each element, 
except for C. These compositional ranges are approxi
mately consistent with earlier estimates13 based on the 
densities of solid Fe alloys59,60 measured at high pressure 
and room temperature. The ‘best fits’30 when consider
ing only a single light element are H (for TICB = 5,400–
4,800 K) or O (for TICB = 6,000 K). The latter conclusion 
is consistent with the suggestion that O must be present 
in the liquid core if the core temperature is relatively 

a Early Earth accretion, metal segregation
and core formation (>4.5 Ga)

b Earth internal structure (~4.5 Ga to present)
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partitioning
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phases sank
towards early
core
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(4.5 Ga? to present)
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formation of E′ layer
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solid and liquid core
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Crystallization of
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Fig. 1 | Formation of Earth’s core and present-day internal structure.  
a | During early Earth accretion (>4.5 Ga), the core formed by segregation of 
molten metals derived from impactors, which sank through a magma ocean, 
owing to their higher density. The metal phases chemically equilibrated with 
silicate melts at the bottom of the magma ocean. The inner core could have 
crystallized much more recently, around 1.3–0.7 Ga (refs148,149). b | The 
present- day internal structure of the Earth. The liquid and solid core 

compositions are constrained by seismological observations7,31. The density 
and velocity of the outer and inner core can help inform estimates of the 
Fe–Ni–S–Si–O–C–H composition. Crystallization of the dense inner 
core47,73,75,76, metal–silicate partitioning during core formation21–27, 
exsolution of oxides23,84,85,138–140 and formation of a low- velocity layer  
(the E′ layer) at the top of the core145 could be additional important 
constraints on core composition.

Diamond anvil cell
(DAC). A device generating high 
pressure within a specimen by 
compressing it between a set 
of diamonds (the hardest 
material known to date).
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high29, based on calculations performed at TICB = 6,300 K 
(TCMB = 4,300 K). At such a high temperature, the maxi
mum concentration of each individual light element was 
estimated at 2.0–2.4% S, 4.3–4.5% Si, 5.1–5.8% O and 
3.7–3.9% C by weight29.

In experiments, the effects of S (ref.35), Si (ref.37) and 
C (ref.38) on increasing VP (for a given concentration of 
light element) are greater than that obtained from ab initio 
calculations29,30, which can lead to lower estimates of the 
maximum permissible concentrations of these light ele
ments in the outer core. The densities of liquid Fe (ref.33), 
Fe–Ni–S (ref.34), Fe–Ni–Si (ref.34) and Fe–C (ref.36) have 
been obtained experimentally in a DAC up to 94 GPa. The 
VP of liquid Fe and Fe alloys have been measured to 20 GPa 
by an ultrasonic method in a large volume press61,62 and 
to 70 GPa by inelastic X ray scattering measurements in 
a DAC33,35,37,38. The discrepancies between theory and 
experiments are possibly due to the presence of magnetic 
moments in iron alloys37 at current experimental pres
sure ranges, which are below those of the core (<94 GPa). 
Nevertheless, both experiments and ab initio calcula
tions indicate that a wide range of liquid compositions  
can fit the seismic properties of the outer core.

Solid Fe alloys and the inner core. For the inner core, 
seismology provides a reference on VS as well as ρ and 
VP, which impose constraints on light element S, Si, C 
and H concentrations. O is believed to be practically 
absent in the inner core because it is not soluble in solid 
Fe (ref.63) and does not partition into the solid46,57. Both 
experiments64,65 and theory43,44 indicate that C and H are 
key impurity elements that explain the high VP/VS ratio 
observed in the inner core compared with pure Fe.

The ρ and VP of solid Fe and Fe alloys have been 
extensively measured at high pressures, but mainly at 
room temperature. Results are extrapolated to inner core 
conditions by using a linear relationship between ρ and 
VP (Birch’s law), in which temperature is not explicitly 
involved. However, measurements66 performed at high 
P–T reported a strong temperature effect on the ρ–VP 
relation.

The density increase across the ICB is 0.82 ± 0.18 g cm−3 
(refs7,67), giving an inner core density with an uncertainty 
of 1–2%. As with the outer core, the solid inner core also 
appears to be less dense by 4–5% than pure Fe under 
the same conditions32,39,40 (Box 1), indicating the inclu
sion of minor amounts of one or more light elements 
in solid Fe or Fe–Ni alloy. For the inner core, the sta
ble phase of pure iron is generally considered to have 
the hcp structure32,43,68,69 and, as with the outer core, there 
have been numerous attempts to obtain the inner core 
composition by matching possible compositions in hcp 
Fe with seismic observables.

Fe–H (ref.66) and Fe–Si (refs41,42) alloys appear to be 
able to match the ρ and VP of the inner core. However, 
one of the characteristic features of the inner core is its 
high VP/VS ratio (low VS) compared with the extrapo
lated properties of pure solid Fe. It could be due to the 
effect of anelasticity70 (viscoelastic relaxation in iron) at  
inner core temperatures close to its melting temperature.  
It has also been suggested that the high VP/VS ratio is recon
ciled with Fe7C3 (refs64,65), but the density of Fe7C3 is too 
low to explain the inner core observations71. Ab initio 
calculations carried out at inner core P–T conditions43 
indicate that none of S, Si or C alone can match all three 
constraints (O cannot be a major inner core light element 
as mentioned above). However, a wide range of ternary  
and quaternary compositions within the Fe–S–Si–C  
system can simultaneously satisfy the density and veloc
ity constraints (fig. 4). Ternary Fe–Si–H compositions 
also provide a match with seismology for the inner core44.

As with the outer core, obtaining the inner core 
composition cannot rely just on matching experimen
tal or theoretical results to the Preliminary Reference 
Earth Model. Other constraints, in particular, the par
titioning of the candidate light elements between the 
outer and inner core, must be considered such that 
the outer and inner core compositions are constrained 
simultaneously47.

Crystallization of the dense inner core
Inner core crystallization at the ICB places important con
straints on the liquid core composition. The density jump 
observed across the ICB is larger than the density differ
ence between liquid and solid states of Fe (refs32,33,39,40,57) 
(Box 1), indicating a depletion in light elements in the solid 
inner core relative to the outer core. Therefore, the inner 
core consists of solid Fe (albeit not pure Fe but an alloy 
containing a small amount of light element(s) and Ni), 
rather than a light element rich phase, such as Fe2S 
(ref.72), FeSi, FeO, Fe7C3 (ref.73) or FeH (ref.74). The outer 
core composition is considered to be in the liquidus field 
of Fe (compositional range of liquids that first crystallize 
Fe), such that it crystallizes solid Fe at inner core pres
sures. In other words, the liquid core composition should 
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Fig. 2 | Concentrations of elements in bulk silicate Earth relative to primitive 
meteorites. The difference between the bulk silicate Earth (BSE) concentration and  
the volatility trend gives an estimate of the abundance for each element in the core, 
except for highly volatile elements. The BSE concentrations are normalized to those  
of CI chondrites and Ca = 1.0, and plotted versus the temperature at which 50% of the 
element would be condensed from a gas of solar composition at 10 Pa (ref.49). The black 
line represents the ‘volatility trend’ of decreasing abundance of lithophile elements  
with decreasing condensation temperature, showing the depletion from chondritic 
abundance owing to volatility.

hcp Structure
Hexagonal close- packed crystal 
structure, one of the closest 
packed structures.
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be on the Fe rich side of a multi element eutectic point, 
rather than on the light element rich side.

High pressure melting experiments on binary Fe 
alloys found that the eutectic liquids contain ~5% S 
(ref.75), ~8% Si (ref.47), ~15% O (ref.76) and ~3% C (ref.73) 
by weight at 330 GPa in the Fe–S, Fe–Si, Fe–O and Fe–C 
systems, respectively. The effect of Ni on melting phase 
relations could be minor77, although it is significant 
at some conditions in the low pressure range around 
20 GPa (ref.78). These eutectic liquid compositions indi
cate the maximum concentration of each light element 
in the outer core45,46. The melting phase relations in Fe–H 
have been determined only to 20 GPa (ref.79), where the 
eutectic point is located at FeHx (x > 1). The formation of 

the intermediate compound FeH2 above 67 GPa (ref.80) 
suggests that the eutectic point is located between FeH 
and FeH2, possibly in the middle (2.6 wt% H).

Experiments on the ternary Fe alloy systems, Fe–S–Si  
(ref.45) and Fe–S–O (ref.46), have demonstrated that the 
liquidus fields of Fe (fig. 5a, coloured area) in these 
ternary systems closely approximate what would be 
expected from linear interpolation between the eutec
tics in the binary systems. If this observation can be 
extended to the Fe–S–Si–O–C–H system, the liquidus 
field of Fe could be estimated from the weighted compo
sition of all the relevant eutectic compositions. However, 
due to increased number of components and, hence, 
increased entropy of mixing of the liquid relative to the 
binary eutectic liquids, it is likely that the actual eutec
tic temperature is lower than any of the binary eutectic 
temperatures and possible that the eutectic composition 
is displaced towards the Fe corner.

Some combinations of light elements, such as 
Si + O (refs23,81), Si + C (ref.82) and C + H (ref.83), have 
simultaneous solubility limits in liquid Fe, constraining 
maximum concentration of a light element in the outer 
core when coexisting with others. In particular, the Si + O 
solubility curve at outermost core conditions could be an 
important constraint on Si and O concentrations in the 
outer core23,84,85. The early core composition might have 
been enriched in both Si and O beyond their simultane
ous solubility limits in liquid Fe (under the present day 
outermost core conditions). The steel making literature 
provides the simultaneous solubility limit81 of Si + O 
at ambient pressure, beyond which Si + O forms SiO2 
crystals (fig.  5b). Such Si + O solubility limits have 
been determined under core pressures23,84,85 (fig. 5c), 
although contradicting experimental results argued for 
immiscibility between Si rich and O rich liquids86.

Metal–silicate partitioning
Metal–silicate partitioning experiments15–19,21,22,24,27 and 
calculations25,26 investigate the siderophile or lithophile 
behaviour of particular elements under conditions 
for core forming metal segregation from silicate that 
occurred during Earth accretion (>4.5 Ga). These results 
help constrain the concentrations of each light element 
in the core from their abundances in the BSE. However, 
large uncertainties remain in element concentrations 
derived from these methods, owing to unknowns in 
both BSE concentrations and the extent of chemical 
equilibrium during core segregation20.

Element partitioning during core formation. Fe and 
Ni are strongly depleted in the BSE relative to Eu  
(an element of similar volatility49) and more refrac
tory elements such as Ca and Al (fig. 2). The depletion 
of Fe and Ni in BSE is because Fe and Ni form a major 
fraction of the Earth’s core, which, by mass balance, 
should contain ~85 wt% Fe and 5 wt% Ni. However, 
since the 1960s87, it has been known that the Ni content of 
the mantle (0.186 wt%, ref.88) is too high to be explained 
by low pressure equilibration between an Fe rich core 
containing 5% Ni and a peridotitic silicate melt.

As experimentation moved to higher pressures, 
the metal–silicate (Dmetal/silicate) partitioning of Ni was 

Eutectic point
A composition and a 
temperature at which eutectic 
melting (melting in a two- or-  
more- component system in 
which all components are  
not soluble into a single  
solid phase) occurs.

Eutectic liquids
Liquids coexisting with  
the number of solid phases  
in a two- or- more- component 
system in which all components 
are not soluble into a single 
solid phase.

Box 1 | Solid metal to liquid metal partitioning

the mismatch between seismic observations of core density and experimental or 
theoretical constraints on pure Fe density requires a ‘light’ element component in the 
core (box Figure). ~5% Ni is believed to be included in the core, but as Ni is heavier than 
Fe, it, therefore, does not help to explain the lower density of the earth’s core.

the partitioning of elements between liquid and solid metal can provide some of  
the necessary additional constraints on the inner core composition from that of the  
outer core, and vice versa. If we take a model liquid outer core composition, element 
partitioning can be used to calculate the inner core solid composition, which can then be 
tested against observational data. partition coefficients (Dsolid/liquid) have been estimated 
by experiments and ab initio calculations to be ~0.8 for S (refs46,57), ~1 for Si (refs57,150),  
0 for o (refs46,57), 0–0.33 for C (refs73,151) and ~0.7 for H (ref.79) in binary Fe alloy systems. 
However, some caution is needed in interpreting these results because solid/liquid 
partitioning determined in the Fe–S and Fe–Si binary systems is likely to be very different 
from that in the Fe–S–Si ternary system45,48 because of the well- known S-Si interactions  
in metallic liquids.

Nevertheless, S, Si and H compatibility in the solid inner core means that the outer core 
must contain at least some o and/or C. therefore, to match the density jump across the 
inner core boundary (box Figure), the outer core must contain at least one element that  
is relatively incompatible with the inner core. o and C match this requirement.

In the figure, blue lines with ±~1% uncertainty band were determined by experiments 
(for the outer core33 and inner core39) and black lines were calculated by theory32. Seismic 
observations are represented by closed circles (preliminary reference earth model, 
prem)7 and open circles (elastic parameters of the outer Core, epoC)31.
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discovered9,10 to decrease dramatically with increasing 
pressure, such that the mantle and core would be in equi
librium with their current contents of Ni and Fe (at an 
extrapolated pressure of about 35 GPa). The discovery 
of this partitioning behaviour9,10 led to the model of core 
segregation at the base of a deep (~1,200 km) magma 
ocean (fig. 1a). Furthermore, consideration of moder
ately refractory elements (for example, V, Cr, Mn, W, 
Mo, Co, Nb and Si)89,90 led to more realistic multistage 
core formation models incorporating continuous core 
segregation as the Earth accreted89–92.

The suggestion that Earth started accreting as a 
small, highly reduced body that became more oxidized 
as it grew was required by matching the concentrations 
of weakly siderophile elements (V, Cr and Nb) in the 
silicate Earth to their measured metal–silicate partition
ing data. Progressive oxidation during growth is also 
derived from models that combine an N body accre
tion scenario with core–mantle partitioning data92. The 
accretion path from reduced to oxidized yields ~4 wt% 
Si in the core93, with some V, Cr, Nb and more sidero
phile W, Mo, Ni and Co, deposited during the early 
reduced stages.

In the continuous accretion model, Si was par
titioned into the early core when Earth was a small, 
reduced low pressure body and in the more oxidized 
later stages at high temperatures and pressures92,93.  
Si and O are added together in the later high temperature, 
high pressure stages90,92. While such a continuous accre
tion model is not a unique solution, substantial amounts 
of Si and O might enter metal phases simultaneously at 
very high temperatures (especially for metal–silicate 
partitioning at >~3,000 K), which means that virtually 
all models22,92,94 propose high concentrations of Si and 
O in core forming metals (fig. 5c).

The proposed Si rich initial core compositions22,92 
include Si + O that, on their own, are more than (or close 
to) that required to account for the outer core density 
deficit and velocity excess29,30. In contrast, the O rich 
compositions94 have O contents close to the maxi
mum possible (3.8–5.3 wt%)32,33 to be consistent with 
the observed density jump across the ICB. In neither 
case could S, C and H be accommodated at the levels 
expected from metal–silicate (core–mantle) partition
ing. High concentrations of Si and O in core forming 
metals could possibly be explained by evolution of core 
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composition with time. The core Si + O abundances 
estimated from metal–silicate partitioning during core 
formation22,92,94 are greater than the solubility limit23,84,85 
in the present day liquid outer core as far as TCMB is lower 
than ~4,300 K (which is likely) (fig. 5c). This supersatura
tion in Si + O should, if correct, cause SiO2 crystallization 
in the core23,84,85.

In addition to Si and O, metal–silicate partitioning 
of S, C and H have been examined under high P–T 
conditions of core formation by experiments and the
ory. S is known to be strongly siderophile below 2,500 K 
(Dmetal/silicate = ~100), although DAC experiments21 
demonstrated that S becomes less siderophile with 
increasing temperature to >3,500 K (Dmetal/silicate = ~10). 
This strongly siderophile behaviour at relatively low 
temperatures suggests that S was delivered to the Earth 
with large bodies only in the later stages of accretion21, 
otherwise, mantle concentrations should be larger than 
observed. Late addition of the Earth’s S, cosmochem
ically estimated to amount to 1.7 wt% in the core50, is 
also consistent with the W and Mo contents of silicate 
Earth90, which are sensitive to the S contents of accreting 
metal.

C is known to be highly siderophile under low  
pressure conditions. The high cosmochemical abun
dance of C, coupled with its low BSE abundance 
(0.01%)88, led to the suggestion95 that C dissolved exten
sively into the core and that its concentration in the core 
is on the order of 2–4 wt%. Some experiments24 have, 
however, shown that carbon becomes less siderophile at 
high P–T (37–59 GPa, 4,200–5,200 K), and a multistage 
accretion model suggests that the maximum core C  
content is approximately only 0.2 wt%.

The metal–silicate partitioning of H has been con
troversial in experimental studies27,96–98, but the low 
Dmetal/silicate (refs97,98) is likely to be attributed to hydrogen 
escape from metal when the sample transformed into 
bcc fe during decompression83. Other experiments27 
have demonstrated that hydrogen is strongly sidero
phile under conditions of core forming metal segrega
tions, consistent with theoretical calculations25,26, and 
that 0.3–0.6 wt% H should have been incorporated into 
the core. Such an amount is consistent with the maxi
mum determined by ab initio calculations for the 
solid inner core (0.03–0.23 wt% H)44, where enhanced 
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Fig. 4 | Possible range of the inner core composition in 
the Fe–S–Si–C system. The compositions of Fe alloyed 
with small amounts of S, Si and C that best match the  
seismologically determined observations (Preliminary 
Reference Earth Model, PREM)7 for shear velocity (VS) 
(panel a), compressional velocity (VP) (panel b) and density 
(ρ) within tolerance (panel c) (red–blue colour bars are the 
% difference (σ) between the calculations and PREM),  
as demonstrated by ab initio calculations at inner core  
conditions. There are two sets of acceptable matching 
compositions for each property, representing results from 
calculations at 6,000 K and 6,500 K. The boxes are guides 
for the eye that represent possible ranges on the concen-
tration axes in atomic fraction. A wide range of Fe–S–Si–C 
compositions43 can, thus, be matched to the seismological 
data7. Panels a–c are adapted from ref.43, CC BY 4.0 
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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superionic mobility of H reduces the shear velocity 
towards observed seismological values.

However, estimates of core light element concen
trations derived from metal–silicate partitioning data 
depend strongly on their mantle abundances and core 
formation scenarios, which both still include large 
uncertainties.

Isotope fractionation. Elements partitioning into the 
core during core segregation left an isotopic signature 
in the mantle because of changes in oxidation state 

and differences in bonding. For low atomic number 
elements, this isotope signature should be measurable, 
although other factors can obscure the signal, such as 
volatile loss.

The silicate Earth has a higher 30Si/28Si ratio than 
chondritic meteorites, consistent with 5–8 wt% Si in the 
core and 21.2 wt% Si in the mantle52–54 according to iso
tope fractionation factors derived by theory and experi
ment. Furthermore, 5–8 wt% Si in the core is consistent 
with the cosmochemical and geochemical estimates28,49 
(fig. 2) and with the continuous accretion models, in 
which Earth became more oxidized as it accreted89,92. 
These lines of evidence point towards a core concen
tration of ~5 wt% Si, although Si concentration could 
have decreased, owing to SiO2 crystallization23,84,85 upon 
secular cooling.

The isotopic systems of C and S are difficult to exploit 
because of the volatilities of the two elements on small 
asteroidal bodies and in the solar nebula, before accre
tion to the Earth. However, C isotope fractionation 
between liquid iron carbide and graphite (and/or dia
mond) would be consistent with a 12C enriched core99. 
The Earth’s mantle exhibits a lower 34S/32S ratio than 
chondrites, which could also be attributed to isotope 
fractionation of S during core segregation100.

Possible core composition
The core cannot be sampled and its exact composition 
is hard to determine, but, here, we propose a range of 
possibilities for the abundance of major light elements 
based on estimates constrained by the mineral physics 
and cosmochemical and geochemical studies we have 
discussed. Note that the liquid outer core constitutes 
95% of the entire core’s mass.

First, we assume 5 wt% Ni, 1.7 wt% S and 0.2 wt% C 
in the outer core24,28,50. S is a moderately volatile element, 
unlike C and H (which are highly volatile, fig. 2), so 
cosmochemical and geochemical estimates of its con
centration in the core have been consistent with each 
other28,50,101. Properties of Fe–C alloys found in mineral 
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physics studies suggest that C cannot be a major light 
element in the core29,30,38,59. A value of ~0.2 wt% C in 
the liquid core is supported by metal–silicate parti
tioning experiments under core formation conditions24 
and mass balance considerations from the bulk 
Earth and mantle abundances28.

Second, the ρ and VP of the outer core Fe alloy must 
be consistent with seismological observations (fig. 3). The 
outer core might be a base metal alloy (Fe, 5% Ni, 1.7% S, 
0.2% C) additionally containing Si, O and H. In this case, 
the maximum amounts of these individual light elements 
are 7.7–8.3% for Si, 7.0–7.6% for O and 0.81–0.85% for H 
by weight, when TICB = 5,400 K (TCMB = 4,137 K) accord
ing to ab initio calculations30. If earlier calculations29 at 
TICB = 6,300 K (TCMB = 4,300 K) are employed, the liquid 
core could include 0–3.4% Si and 0.8–4.2% O, in addition 
to 5% Ni, 2.0% S and 0.2% C by weight.

Third, the outer core liquid must crystallize light  
element depleted Fe at the inner core (fig.  5a). As 
discussed above, the liquidus field of Fe in the Fe–S–
Si–O–C–H system can be approximated by a composi
tional range for mixtures of liquids that are on the Fe rich 
side of the eutectic in each binary Fe alloy system45,46. 
The density jump across the ICB limits O concentration 
in the outer core to be less than 3.8 wt% (ref.33) or 5.3 wt% 
(ref.32) (Box 1). In addition, the present day liquid core 
might be saturated in Si + O, and their concentrations 
are given by the simultaneous solubility curve in liquid 
Fe (ref.84) (fig. 5c).

Overall, these constraints give the possible range 
of the liquid core composition to be Fe + 5% Ni + 1.7% 
S + 0–4.0% Si + 0.8–5.3% O + 0.2% C + 0–0.26% H by 
weight (when TICB = 5,400–6,300 K and TCMB = 4,137–
4,300 K). Less than 0.26 wt% H is marginally con
sistent with hydrogen’s high metal–silicate partition 
coefficient25,27.

The range of possible inner core compositions that 
account for the observed ρ, VP and VS have been esti
mated as Fe + 5% Ni + 0–1.1% S + 0–2.3% Si + 0–0.1% 
O + 0–1.3% C + 0–0.23% H by weight (see fig. 4 for 
the range in the Fe–S–Si–C system). Si has often been 
suggested to be a primary light element in the inner 
core41,42. However, this is likely not true because Si does 
not explain the high VP/VS ratio43,44. Here, these plausi
ble outer and inner core light element compositions are 
estimated separately based on respective seismological 
constraints but are, indeed, connected through equilib
rium element partitioning between solid Fe and liquid 
Fe alloy at inner core conditions (Box 1).

Implications
The melting temperatures, viscosities, element parti
tioning and thermal conductivities of iron alloys depend 
strongly on their light element compositions. Although 
the possible core compositional range still needs to be 
better constrained, understanding these properties has 
profound implications for the state, dynamics, formation 
and evolution of the Earth’s core (fig. 6).

States of the core and lowermost mantle. An assumed 
model for the outer core’s composition helps to constrain 
its temperature (fig. 6). TICB corresponds to the liquidus 

temperature (temperature for the onset of crystalliza
tion) of an outer core liquid at 330 GPa, which mineral 
physics studies can obtain once the liquid core compo
sition is known. Indeed, the liquidus temperature of an 
Fe alloy depends largely on its light element composition 
because the effect on melting temperature reduction is 
variable among the different candidate light elements.  
If the core were to contain a single light element, the liqui
dus temperature of an Fe–H outer core at the ICB could 
be ~1,000 K lower than that of an Fe–Si core6,83,102. A wide 
range of previous TICB estimates (from 4,800 K (refs3,4,30) 
to 6,300 K (refs6,29,103)) includes large uncertainties  
derived from unknown light element composition.

The outer core is believed to be vigorously convect
ing, and, therefore, it should exhibit an isentropic tem
perature profile. Accordingly, the TICB gives the entire 
outer core temperature range13, including TCMB from the 
observed density profile7,31 and the γ value. With γ = 1.5 
throughout the outer core32, TCMB = 3,500–4,600 K is 
obtained from the range of estimates for TICB = 4,800–
6,300 K. The TCMB is key to better understanding the 
lowermost mantle104,105 (fig. 6), as it gives a temperature 
increase across the thermal boundary layer at the bottom 
of the mantle5. The thermal boundary layer is important 
for understanding the nature of mantle plume upwell
ings from the CMB106. The nature of the ultralow veloc
ity zones observed locally above the CMB also remains 
uncertain; they likely represent partial melts107 but could 
be Fe rich solids108. Partial melting in the lowermost 
mantle is dependent primarily on the TCMB. MgSiO3 rich 
post perovskite should be globally present3,105,109 above 
the CMB unless TCMB is high enough to stabilize bridg
manite. Narrowing the range of TCMB would help con
strain the temperature gradient above the CMB and, 
thus, heat flux from core to mantle, with implications for 
the style of mantle convection and for core and mantle 
thermal evolution.

Seismology has revealed complex structures of the 
inner core, such as depth dependent and hemispheri
cal asymmetric seismic anisotropy110. A number of flow 
deformation mechanisms have been proposed to explain 
such complex structures (fig. 6). The dynamics of the 
solid inner core is controlled primarily by its viscosity111, 
which has been estimated with values ranging from 10−1 
to 1022 Pa s (refs112,113), with some estimates suggesting 
that it is close to liquid viscosity (10−1–102 Pa s)113. The 
viscosity of the inner core is dependent on its light ele
ment composition through diffusion rate, grain growth 
rate and shear modulus114. The viscosity and thermal 
conductivity determine the presence or absence of inner 
core convection112. Constraining the inner core compo
sition, thus, advances our understanding of inner core 
dynamics and deformation that account for the observed 
seismic anisotropy110.

Bulk Earth light element concentration. The outer core 
composition practically represents that of the bulk 
core, because the inner core contributes only 5% in mass. 
The core is a large reservoir, in particular, for siderophile 
elements including S (ref.21), C (ref.24) and H (refs25–27). 
If the core contains the maximum possible amounts of 
S, C and H proposed above (1.7 wt% S, 0.2 wt% C and 
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0.26 wt% H), the core would host 97%, 89% and 94% of 
their planetary budgets, respectively, given BSE concen
trations of 250 ppm S, 120 ppm C (ref.28) and 690 ppm 
H2O (ref.115). These estimates lead to bulk Earth con
centrations of 5,700 ppm S, 730 ppm C and 900 ppm H. 
The 900 ppm H in the bulk Earth is much larger than the 
previous estimate of 260 ppm H (ref.28), based on extrap
olating the ‘volatility trend’ to the low 50% condensation 
temperature for hydrogen.

Our estimate of a maximum 4.0 wt% Si in the core 
gives a lower bound for the bulk Earth Mg/Si molar 
ratio of 1.15, if the composition of the BSE is repre
sented by that of the upper mantle with a ‘pyrolitic’ 
composition that possesses an Mg/Si ratio of 1.25. An 
Mg/Si ratio of >1.15 for the bulk Earth is higher than 
the 1.07 ratio of carbonaceous chondrites and the solar 
ratio. The difference can be partly attributed to varia
tions in the Mg/Si ratio in the solar nebula owing to frac
tionation of Mg2SiO4 forsterite55. Alternatively, it is also 
possible that the BSE is not pyrolitic in composition but 
has (Mg,Fe)SiO3 bridgmanite rich, low Mg/Si domains. 
It is known that bridgmanite crystallizes as a single phase 
until >50% solidification of a magma ocean under lower 

mantle conditions116,117. Therefore, the present day 
lower mantle could still contain bridgmanite enriched 
ancient mantle structures because such domains would 
be viscous enough to prevent mixing with a pyrolitic 
mantle material118.

Earth accretion and core formation. Constraints on 
the concentrations of individual light elements in the  
core would provide information on the nature of 
Earth’s building blocks and the path of accretion21,92. 
Accretionary models based on core–mantle element 
partitioning behaviour predominantly favour a proto 
Earth initially constructed from reduced material that 
condensed, volatile free, in the inner Solar System. 
More oxidized material originating in the outer Solar 
System is believed to have been added towards the end 
of accretion. Core amounts of Si, O and H would provide 
important input into such a scenario, although they are 
still underconstrained. The core–mantle (metal–silicate)  
element partitioning behaviour depends on metal com
position, in particular, S, Si and O concentrations22. 
Therefore, knowledge of the core light element concen
trations would lead to a better understanding of Earth’s 

S, Si, C and H in solid inner core 
Inner core viscosity and dynamics are 
dependent on the light element 
composition through diffusion rate, 
grain growth rate and shear modulus.

Si and O in liquid outer core

• The E′ layer is likely less dense than 
the rest of the outer core, but its low 
velocity cannot be explained by 
addition of a light element alone. 
Understanding the origin of the 
stratification will also help to constrain
the outer core composition.

Metal–silicate partitioning during
core segregation (>4.5 Ga)

S, Si, O, C and H in the entire core 
(32.3% in mass of the whole Earth)
• Bulk Earth composition: 
if the core contains the maximum possible 
amounts of S, C and H, it could host 97%, 
89% and 94% of the bulk Earth budgets of 
these elements, respectively.
• Conditions of core formation: 
core–mantle (metal–silicate) element 
partitioning behaviour depends on the 
metal composition, in particular, S, Si and 
O concentrations.

S, Si, O, C and H in liquid outer core 
• Core temperatures: the liquidus 
temperature of an Fe alloy depends largely 
on its light element composition, as 
melting temperature reduction is variable 
among the light elements.
• Thermal conductivity, core convection 
and geodynamo: thermal conductivity of 
the core can be doubled, depending on its 
light element composition, with implica-
tions for core thermal evolution and 
geodynamics.
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droplets
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Earth’s magnetic field: 
core composition might 
have evolved by both inner 
core crystallization near 
the centre and oxide 
exsolution near the top, the 
latter of which could have 
driven and sustained 
planetary magnetic field.

Fig. 6 | Implications of the core light elements. The core light element composition is a key to understanding the  
present state (for example, core temperatures3–6) and dynamics of the core111–114,128,134 and the lowermost mantle104–106.  
Core composition provides insight into the mechanism of liquid core convection23,84,85,138–140 and the geodynamo, which,  
in turn, adds insight to the sustainability of Earth’s magnetic field. The outer core composition also constrains the origin  
of the low- velocity layer (the E′ layer) at its top145. The core light element concentrations connect to the overall bulk Earth 
composition and the conditions of core formation, which provides information on Earth’s building blocks and accretion 
history21,24,27,92.
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core–mantle element partitioning and the conditions  
of core formation22,89,92,119.

C and H are highly volatile, and unless they were 
preserved in presolar grains, they should have been 
transported to our planet from the outer regions of the 
Solar System (>2.2 and >2.7 AU), where they were con
densed from gas to organic matter and ice, respectively. 
The likely presence of H in the core suggests that H2O 
was delivered not only in the last stage of accretion92 and 
incorporated into core forming metals via a hydrous 
magma ocean27. The upper bound of 900 ppm H in the 
bulk Earth corresponds to 8,100 ppm H2O, suggesting 
that up to ~35 times the current ocean mass of water was 
possibly brought to our planet27. This high water con
tent is consistent with upper estimates for the number 
of oceans in the Earth from ab initio calculations for 
hydrogen partitioning between silicate melt and liquid 
iron at core forming conditions25. These models suggest 
~0.26 wt% H in the core that corresponds to ~28 oceans 
in the core and seven in the mantle. The transport of 
such a large amount of water to the growing Earth is 
also consistent with planet formation theories120–122, 
which predict that tens to hundreds of ocean mass of 
water was accreted to proto Earth. The estimated bulk 
Earth inventories of 730 ppm C and 900 ppm H yield 
an H/C mass ratio of 1.23, much higher than those of 
chondrites, which are ~0.2 (ref.123). It could indicate that 
Earth’s volatiles are not of chondritic origin. Such a car
bon deficit could be because of carbon grain destruction 
in the inner regions of protoplanetary discs before planet 
formation124. It is also possible that a major source of 
hydrogen was the H rich protosolar nebular gas125,126, a 
hypothesis supported by the low D/H ratio of water in 
the deep mantle127.

Thermal conductivity and geodynamo. The outer core 
includes Ni and light elements, and such impurities 
substantially reduce the thermal conductivity of Fe. 
The outer core’s thermal conductivity can be doubled, 
depending on its light element composition128. H (ref.129) 
and Si (refs130,131) exhibit the least and the largest impu
rity resistivity, respectively, when they are a single 
core light element. Within the possible range of the 
outer core composition proposed above, liquid Fe + 5% 
Ni + 1.7% S + 4.0% Si + 1.4% O + 0.2% C (by weight) gives 
a lower bound for the outer core thermal conductivity of 
~100 W m−1 K−1 at CMB conditions128,130, although core 
thermal conductivity still remains controversial132,133.

The thermal conductivity of the core has profound 
implications for its thermal evolution128,134. A strong 
magnetic field has existed on Earth since at least 3.5 Ga 
and possibly since 4.2 Ga (ref.135), as a consequence of a 
dynamo action induced by core convection. A plane
tary magnetic field has a marked influence on the evolu
tion of surface environments and protects planets from 
harmful solar wind and cosmic rays. However, the high 
thermal conductivity of the core128,136 suggests that ther
mally driven core convection could not be sustained for 
billions of years134. This problem has been called ‘the new 
core paradox’137. Indeed, a thermal evolution model134 
suggested that TCMB must have exceeded 6,000 K, even 
in the late Archaean era, if core convection was driven 

by thermal buoyancy until the birth of the inner core. 
Such high TCMB would have led to whole mantle melting 
until late Archaean time, which is not consistent with 
geological records.

Soon after Earth accretion, the core could have 
included notably more Si, Mg and O than at present 
(fig. 5c). In that case, the solubilities of Si + O and Mg + O 
in liquid Fe decrease with decreasing temperature, sug
gesting that the crystallization of SiO2 (refs23,84,85) and 
MgO (refs85,138–140) upon secular cooling could be an 
alternative mechanism to have driven core convection 
and dynamo action since the early history of the Earth. 
However, MgO crystallization should occur only when 
there is >1.7 wt% Mg in the core19,84. >1.7 wt% Mg would 
require that at least part of the core metal equilibrated 
with silicate in a super liquidus magma ocean or that 
the core assimilated some silicate as a result of turbulent 
mixing20 at the time of a giant impact.

Summary and future perspectives
The chemical compositions of the outer and inner core 
are still unknown, but, in principle, they can be deter
mined by comparing mineral physics data with seismo
logical observations. As discussed above, knowledge  
of core light element composition is key to a number of  
unsolved problems on the formation, evolution and 
present state of the Earth. It is also helpful to better 
understand the other terrestrial planets in our Solar 
System, i.e. Mercury, Venus and Mars.

Better estimates of the possible core composition 
could be obtained with future work using the follow
ing additional constraints. First of all, temperature is 
a fundamental input to estimates of core composition 
based on comparisons of the densities and velocities 
of Fe alloys with the properties of the core at the same 
temperatures and pressures (Box 1). However, the tem
perature of the core is not well known. As mentioned 
above, TICB corresponds to the liquidus temperature of an 
outer core liquid. Knowledge of TICB gives the entire core 
temperature profile, including TCMB from the observed 
density profile7,31 and the Grüneisen parameter32. 
Nevertheless, the liquidus temperatures of Fe alloys are 
also not well known. The melting point of pure Fe is  
important as a reference, but its previous estimates at 
the ICB pressure of 330 GPa ranged from ~5,000 K to 
~7,000 K (refs103,141–143). The effects of light elements 
on reducing the melting point of Fe can be as much as 
~1,000 K (ref.6).

To date, the possible ranges of the outer core and 
inner core compositions have been constrained sepa
rately29,30,43,44, based on their respective seismological 
observations (figs 3,4). Nevertheless, constraining outer 
and inner core compositions are not separable because 
the inner core solid crystallized from the outer core liq
uid. To connect the inner and outer core compositions47, 
there needs to be a better understanding of solid metal to 
liquid metal partitioning of the candidate light elements 
at inner core P–T conditions, considering interactions 
among the elements (Box 1).

Finally, seismological observations indicate the pos
sibility that the liquid core is stratified at its top144 (fig. 6). 
This layer, sometimes called the E′ layer, exhibits a slow 
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velocity anomaly and is likely to be less dense than the 
rest of the outer core. However, the lower velocity is not 
explained by the simple addition of light element(s), 
because adding more of a given light element causes 
higher velocity29,30,145. The E′ layer has been suggested145 
to be depleted in Si but enriched in O, as a consequence 
of chemical reaction with a dense basal magma ocean146 

that could have been present above the CMB. However, 
the limited diffusivities147 of Si and O in liquid Fe could 
prohibit the formation of the ~300 km thick E′ layer. 
Understanding the origin of core stratification will also 
help to constrain the outer core composition.
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